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It is but natural to find yourself spending more than what you have budgeted for your mobile phone
a month. So, you have a prepaid connection. Well, when it comes to staying connected with people
who matter to you throughout the month, it can indeed bring a difference on your overall budgeted
plan. This is where free phone call comes into play. Are you aware of the fact that you can make
hundreds of minutes of free phone calls every month against a lump sum denomination? Yes, there
are special tariff plans for local, STD, and international calls, using which you can save great on
your pocket.

When it comes to free phone call, you can make use of dedicated local and STD tariff plans to your
advantage. Staying connected to your near and dear ones to your satisfaction has never been so
easily facilitated! But then not every network operator will provide this free phone call facility.
Though you may come across few service providers, yet they may not suit your preferences. If you
conduct a research online or ask the executive at the nearest mobile store you will come across one
service provider that offers a range of options. You will only be spoilt for choices!

It is no surprise if you come across combo tariff plans that are low on the pockets but come with
several minutes of free phone call. Here are few examples:

â€¢	igain-153 for Rs. 153: 400 local and STD minutes (anywhere)

â€¢	igain-199 for Rs. 199: 550 local and STD minutes (anywhere) and 500 local minutes to the same
network operator.

Subscribe to the network operator that offers the best and cost effective tariff plans round the year.
You will not regret. Making calls will no longer take a toll on your financial expenses. You can stay
connected for hours in both local and STD circles for hours together without worrying about your
pocket. Do talk to the customer care executive if prepaid roaming is charged extra for such plans. It
may happen that though you may buy such a plan for free phone call and do not have balance on
your mobile, it may happen that you may not be able to make or receive calls while you go roaming.
Charges for prepaid roaming are levied by all operators. But probably, with such plans, prepaid
roaming may be free. It will thus be wise on your part to gain complete information on the
subscription, about the various tariff plans, and prepaid roaming before you switch to a new network
operator. After all, what you enjoy should be for the long term. You will certainly not want to change
operators only because you enjoy benefits for the short term.

Though prepaid roaming will soon be free, yet till the bill gets implemented, at least saving on your
pocket matters. If you are a frequent traveler to different locations, you should buy one of the best
tariff plans that hardly levy charges for prepaid roaming.
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Over the years Subramanian Iyerr has provided review about best a tariff plans and prepaid
roaming. And also give review about a free phone call.
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